10:30a Welcome address by Dr. George Marcus

11:00a Nuanced Bodies
  translating personhood // human-animal
  subjectivities // gender & racial fluidity //
  queering virtual flesh
discussant Dr. Tom Boellstorff

11:00a Poetics of Nuance
  philanthro-capitalism // tracing e.u. food
  regulation // scaling energy & environment //
  critical marxist anthropology
discussant Dr. Damien Sojoyner

01:30p Nuanced Natures
  cosmological glacial melt // ocean & diver
  health // medical training models
  // statistical climate change trickery
discussant Dr. Angela Jenks

01:30p Video Panel
Warfare & the Aesthetics of Nuance
with Dr. David Theo Goldberg

03:00p Nuanced Natures
  cosmological glacial melt // ocean & diver
  health // medical training models
  // statistical climate change trickery
discussant Dr. Angela Jenks

03:00p Keynote address
On the Nature of Catastrophic Forms:
  Nuance as Complex System
Dr. Adriana Petryna
  Edmund J. and Louise W. Kahn Term
  Professor in Anthropology at University of Pennsylvania
discussant Dr. Gabriella Schwab

04:30p Poetics of Nuance
  sacred sites of peruvian mormons // literary
  indigeneity & naxalite maoism // poetic
  sensitivity to state surveillance
discussant Dr. Lilith Mahmud